Assessment of pisotriquetral misalignment with magnetic resonance imaging: Is it associated with trauma?
Our objective was to determine whether there is an association between pisotriquetral (PT) malalignment and acute distal radius fracture by using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). We evaluated 138 patients who underwent 3-T MRI of the wrists. Group A comprised 85 patients with acute distal radius fracture, and group B comprised 53 patients without trauma. PT interval and angle and pisiform excursion were measured on oblique axial and sagittal multiplanar reformats. The presence of abnormalities in the flexor carpi ulnaris tendon (FCU), pisometacarpal ligament (PML), and pisohamate ligament (PHL) were evaluated. PT interval was wider in group A on both the axial and sagittal planes (P < 0.001). Axial PT angle opened more radially in group A (P < 0.001), and the absolute value of the sagittal PT angle in group A was wider than that in group B (P = 0.006). Abnormalities in FCU, PML, and PHL were more frequently observed in group A (P < 0.001). On multiple linear regression, distal radius fracture remained significant after adjusting for the patient's age and PT osteoarthritis. Acute distal radius fracture can affect normal alignment of the PT joint, resulting in associated injuries to the primary PT joint stabilizers. • Acute distal radius fracture is associated with malalignment of PT joints. • Acute distal radius fracture is associated with abnormalities of PT stabilizers. • PT joint alignment can be evaluated with MRI with 3D sequences. • Wrist MRI is useful for evaluating primary PT stabilizer injuries.